
Minutes of PSYC Race Committee Meeting 12/11/2021 
 

IN  ATTENDACCE:  Rick Pacey, John Humphreys, Julian Bell, Ross McDonald, Deb Wellwood, 

Heather Atkins, with Ken Peachey attending electronically 

 

ITEMS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MIN 

1. Review of previous minutes 

2. Covid Restrictions have relaxed to the point where the Club can now conduct an unconstrained 

Summer Series. 

3. Further discussions have been held with Botany Bay Yacht Club re ideas to be implemented for 

club cruising activities 

ITEMS THIS MEETING 

4.  Progress has been made by Julian in assessing support for more offshore races, each with a 

complimentary inshore sternchaser event for those boats not wanting to go offshore. Additional 

offshore/inshore sternchaser  events to be included in the upcoming Summer Race Programme.  

Offshore races to start at 12 noon, such that in the event of cancellation, intending offshore 

boats could race in the sternchaser race starting around 1 PM. 

5.   Wednesday afternoon two division racing to be continued as previously, using the 321 scoring 

system. 

6.   A new series to be trialled over summer with races starting 6 PM Wednesdays in an endeavour 

to appeal to a wider section of the sailing community, with the bar etc available post race. Top 

Yacht to be used. 

7.    The Womens Helm series to be run 5/12/2021 and 13/3/2022 with the objective of running 

two such races in each season. 

8.   For reasons of programming, the Max and Edna Burman trophy is to be retired. 

9.   Four more “learn to sail” Sunday sessions to be programmed over the summer season. 

10.   The club secretary is conducting an investigation into the Holman race incident for RMS as 

required under our Aquatic Licence conditions. The outcome will be used to review the process 

of support to boats during races. 

11. Discussion re the practicality of rendering assistance to club boats in distress. Whilst there is no 

issue with self righting keel boats, the broader issue to be addressed by the club in the near 

future. 

12. Discussion re the question of boats seeking redress. A protocol exists for this process, noting 

that it was not correctly followed for the Holman Trophy Race, with resultant adjustments to be 

noted in Top Yacht. 

13. For reasons of meeting control, only Skippers or a boat representative are to contribute in 

Skippers Meetings. Any matters to be raised by crew are to be directed through the appropriate 

skipper. 

14. Problem with the VHF radio reception at the caravan was noted, along with the organising of a 

radio at the clubhouse. 

                



 


